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m o n i c a  B e r l i n

Sometimes being here is like

living—no, sometimes here is living on

a fault line, waiting for the next tremor, & 
my job is to try to keep

all that’s guarded
from tumbling down. To not be the one

to say Hey, why don’t we move
those breakables? As if he understood

the shudder of each of my days, this morning
my little boy said There are things to do

about disaster sometimes & things we can’t
do about disaster sometimes, but the only thing

that will save Haiti is our hearts. I’m omitting
some context here. Sure, he’s smart,

that tender, but there was a fundraiser
at his school, hearts made
 
of construction paper & strung
together—an easily torn tethering

born out of a holiday
we’re all skeptical of—to save
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people we won’t be able to save.
It was how he said disaster, as if

understanding for the first time
that the world makes ruin out of all of us.

For the first time his choice of words
not hyperbolic. Not catastrophe. Not worst.

Not never. No ill-suited, dramatic name given
to something easily forgotten

assigned out of the fictions we learn
to build language around.

The first paragraph he ever uttered
began Once upon a time. We were driving

a stretch of road we drove often, winter
coming round the corner. I watched his mouth

move over the sounds, those oldest of clauses,
in the rearview mirror. Around us the fields

turning toward a starkness held at bay.
I thought then I’d never not hear
 
his voice in my ears at the start of any story.
Already though it’s gone: his small breaths between

words, those palated shapes of letters.
When yesterday turned

late season blizzard, we built
a house, iced the joinery to hold firm,
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tuck-pointed every crevice, mortared each
faux brick. When we thatched the roof

with snow frosting, it started slipping.
Slow & then, then the walls

began to cave. He didn’t quite
say it before he grabbed the spatula.

He didn’t quite whisper anything—
his mouth full of sugar. In my hands

I was trying to hold everything up, keep it
together. I pressed hard & the trashcan gave

way. Our miniature collapsing, everything
folding in, sweet-snow covered done for.


